This table indicates the total number of instances that international governmental (IGO) or nongovernmental (NGO) organizations, of a given type in the Yearbook, cite other organizations in the Yearbook.

For example, FROM Type B organizations (row "B"): the IGOs of Type B have a total of 92 citations TO organizations of Type A (column "A"); the NGOs of Type B have 1747 citations TO other organizations of Type B (column "B"). There are a total of 34 intergovernmental organizations of Type B (column "No. of bodies"), with an average of 141.88 citations FROM all organizations (column "Average X-refs").

Since citations are not always reciprocated - some will always represent optimistic claims or misunderstandings - the pattern of citations cannot automatically be completed. For example, the percentage of citations FROM IGOs in Type B (row "B") which are not reciprocated is 3.25% (column "% Non-recip."). The percentage of citations TO both IGOs and NGOs in Type B (column "B") which are not reciprocated is 25.83% (row "Non-reciprocated").

To avoid complicating the presentation, this table indicates whether the citing organization is an IGO or NGO, but it does not distinguish between IGO-to-IGO, IGO-to-NGO, NGO-to-NGO, or NGO-to-IGO citations.

Note that the total number of citations given in this table may differ from the totals given in other tables due to intervening editorial work.

For information on organization types, see the Appendix "Types of organization".
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